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Paperback edition is available from the Society of Biblical Literature (www.sbl-site.org)
Old Testament Geography, by Matthew Hennecke combines the qualities of an atlas
and Bible class workbook into a single book, making it a valuable tool for the study of
the Old Testament. Lesson 1 overviews the lay of the land. Lesson 2 addresses the
geography of accounts of the beginning of creation. Lesson 3 deals with Egypt, the
Exodus, and 40 Year Wandering. Lesson 4 surveys the conquest of Canaan. Lesson 5
explores the dividing the land amongst the tribes. Lesson 6 concerns the period of the
Judges. Lessons 7 and 8 look at the united kingdom of Israel. Lessons 9 and 10 deal
with the divided kingdom. Lesson 11addresses the fall and captivity of Israel while
lesson 12 examines the fall and captivity of Judah. The study ends with lesson 13,
exploring the captivity and return.
Bible study is more interesting and exciting when you have clear and accessible
information in hand. With this handbook, readers will find a valuable enrichment
resource to guide them through the books of the Bible. The brief commentary on each
book of the Old and New Testaments and the full-color timelines, maps, and
illustrations are helpful to both beginning and continuing students.
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The first full-scale history of the creation, growth, and ultimate decline of the dominant
twentieth-century model for American Jewish education

Limburg studies each Psalm and shows how the Psalms confront the issues of
our contemporary culture, transcending time, and transforming our faith and
experience. --from publisher description.
Do you want to hear God's personal message to you through the Bible? this
guide will help you trust the Bible as God's word and understand its sections and
themes. These twelve lessons can be completed in less than an hour each.
This book is part of a multi-volume survey of the Old Testament. The twenty-one
lesson plans in this volume cover the Conquest of Canaan and the time of the
Judges - one of the most chaotic and turbulent eras in Israelite history. In spite of
the sometimes unsavory incidents involved, the lessons, which are suitable for
both teenagers and adults, stress the positive. Topics include: the fall of Jericho,
the Gibeonite deception, the career of Gideon, the capture of the Ark of the
Covenant, and much more. Three of the lessons are on one of the most beautiful
love stories of all time, that of Ruth and Boaz. Each lesson emphasizes principles
which are relevant to life today. Examples of applications are: making and
keeping vows, overcoming the past, overcoming bitterness and restoring a
relationship with God. In addition to the lessons, Mr. Turner includes an essay on
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the nature of God. In it he explains how a loving God can also command things
like genocide. Other books in this series deal with different periods of Old
Testament history. Titles include: Beginnings and Patriarchs, Exodus and
Wanderings, The United Monarchy.
A Bible commentary following the ISSL outlines. Uses KJV and NRSV.
The book holds 26 chapters encompassing the history of Israel from its very beginnings up to
the destruction of the First Temple of Jerusalem (586 BC). The successive parts are The Dawn
of Israel, Forming a Nation, The Rise of the Davidic Dynasty, and King Amon and Josiah and
their final fate. The last part is dedicated to historical episodes in the Former Prophets and in
the Prophetical Books. Several excursi follow. This publication has also been published in
paperback, please click here for details.
Whether you need a trustworthy guide for your class to follow or are looking for additional
commentary on the International Sunday School Lessons Outline Series, the International
Lesson Commentary offers time-tested, in-depth, easy-to-follow outlines. This comprehensive
resource has everything you need for a full year of lessons: 52 lessons that follow the ISSL
Scripture sequence, Complete texts in NIV, Discussion topics for adults, youth and children,
Introductions, discussion questions, and relevant life applications for each week of the year, Indepth Bible-based commentary that gets to the heart of each passage, Insights to help you
discover new meaning from each text. This verse-by-verse commentary has brought careful
evangelical scholarship to Bible teachers for over 130 years! Get ready to bring new
understanding and life-changing relevance to your lessons. Book jacket.
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Features include youth-friendly introductions to all the books of the Bible and the Bible's main
sections; youth-oriented guides to interpreting, studying, and praying the Bible; and a reading
plan with the Sunday readings for the seasons of Advent, Christmas, Lent, and Easter.
Providing students, pastors and lay people with up-to-date, accessible evangelical scholarship
on the Old and New Testaments. Designed to equip pastors and Christian lay leaders with
exegetical and theological knowledge to better understand and apply God’s word by
presenting the message of each passage as well as an overview of other issues surrounding
text. Includes the entire NLT text of Genesis and Exodus. John N. Oswalt, Ph.D., Brandeis
University, is Research Professor of Old Testament at Wesley Biblical Seminary in Jackson,
Mississippi. He was the Old Testament editor of the Wesley Bible and also served as
consulting editor for the New International Dictionary of Old Testament Theology and
Exegesis. He has written six books, including a two-volume commentary on Isaiah in the New
International Commentary on the Old Testament series and commentary on Isaiah in the New
International Version Application Commentary series. He has been a member of the translation
teams for the New International Version and the New Living Translation.

The Bible's grand narrative about Israel's Exodus from Egypt is central to Biblical
religion, Jewish, Christian, and Muslim identity and the formation of the academic
disciplines studying the ancient Near East. It has also been a pervasive theme in artistic
and popular imagination. Israel's Exodus in Transdisciplinary Perspective is a
pioneering work surveying this tradition in unprecedented breadth, combining
archaeological discovery, quantitative methodology and close literary reading.
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Archaeologists, Egyptologists, Biblical Scholars, Computer Scientists, Geoscientists
and other experts contribute their diverse approaches in a novel, transdisciplinary
consideration of ancient topography, Egyptian and Near Eastern parallels to the Exodus
story, the historicity of the Exodus, the interface of the Exodus question with
archaeological fieldwork on emergent Israel, the formation of biblical literature, and the
cultural memory of the Exodus in ancient Israel and beyond. This edited volume
contains research presented at the groundbreaking symposium "Out of Egypt: Israel’s
Exodus Between Text and Memory, History and Imagination" held in 2013 at the
Qualcomm Institute of the University of California, San Diego. The combination of 44
contributions by an international group of scholars from diverse disciplines makes this
the first such transdisciplinary study of ancient text and history. In the original
conference and with this new volume, revolutionary media, such as a 3D immersive
virtual reality environment, impart innovative, Exodus-based research to a wider
audience. Out of archaeology, ancient texts, science and technology emerge an up-todate picture of the Exodus for the 21st Century and a new standard for collaborative
research.
Perhaps no biblical episode is more troubling than the conquest of Canaan. But do the
so-called holy war texts of the Old Testament portray a divinely inspired genocide?
John Walton and J. Harvey Walton take us on an archaeological dig, reframing our
questions and excavating the layers of translation and interpretation that cloud our
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perception of these difficult texts.
This book builds a solid basis for understanding the heart of the Christian faith through
30 weekly sessions about establishing a foundation in Christ.
Exodus and Wanderings continues the survey of Old Testament history Mr. Turner
began in his book, Beginnings and Patriarchs. The seventeen lesson plans in this
volume cover the time-period from the Israelites' slavery in Egypt to just before their
crossing the Jordan river in order to enter the land of Canaan. A few of the topics are:
Moses' call, judgments on Egypt, revolt in the desert, and Balaam's prophecies. Aside
from the “Exodus” from Egypt the defining element of this period is the covenant God
established with the Israelite people by means of the Law of Moses. Teachers and
students alike will appreciate Turner's concise summaries which cut through the
sometimes mind-numbing complexities of key features of the Law, and Tabernacle
worship. Each lesson not only explains the biblical text and events, but emphasizes
practical applications for Christians today. Among these applications are: waiting for
God's timing, living holy and consistent lives, dealing with criticism and
discouragement, keeping promises, and entering covenant relationships. In addition to
the lessons, the author has included an essay on the Exodus. This book is part of a
series. Other volumes include: Beginnings and Patriarchs, Conquest and Judges, The
United Monarchy
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